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allows for minor imperfections. Unfortunately, many comics arrive to us with printing faults
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Continued from Wolverine Vol. Wolverine in his own second ongoing series. Wolverine
encounters The Gorgon and becomes an unwilling agent of Hydra! The series lasted until issue
74 after which it was continued into Dark Wolverine with issue This edit will also create new

pages on Comic Vine for:. Until you earn points all your submissions need to be vetted by other
Comic Vine users. This process takes no more than a few hours and we'll send you an email
once approved. Tweet Clean. Cancel Update. What size image should we insert? This will not
affect the original upload Small Medium How do you want the image positioned around text?
Float Left Float Right. Cancel Insert. Go to Link Unlink Change. Cancel Create Link. Disable this
feature for this session. Rows: Columns:. Enter the URL for the tweet you want to embed. This
edit will also create new pages on Comic Vine for: Beware, you are proposing to add brand new
pages to the wiki along with your edits. Make sure this is what you intended. This will likely
increase the time it takes for your changes to go live. Comment and Save Until you earn points
all your submissions need to be vetted by other Comic Vine users. Use your keyboard!
JavaScript must be enabled to use this site. Please enable JavaScript in your browser and
refresh the page. Auction in progress, bid now! Weekly Auction ends Monday March 1! This
item is not in stock. If you use the "Add to want list" tab to add this issue to your want list, we
will email you when it becomes available. Dynamic Forces Signed Edition. Signed by Darick
Robertson and limited to copies. Comes with numbered DF Certificate of Authenticity. Using the
mangled bullet he clawed out of his own body, the mutant searches for the men who murdered
his young neighbor and filled his body with shells. Logan pops the claws as he edges closer
and closer to the identity of Lucy's murderer. Logan is unleashed in a wall-to-wall action
conclusion of the new best-selling new series' first story arc! Art and Cover by Leandro
Fernandez. Cassie makes it to Nestor's bar and stays to wait for Wolverine to return from
Mexico; Wolvie invades Rojas' compound and finds that the coyote is not what he expects.
Logan has gone south of the border in search of the mysterious Rojas, the drug lord
responsible for the death of nineteen men, women and children. But now that Logan has
discovered Rojas' true identity, dare he exact bloody retribution? Logan has gone south of the
border in search of the mysterious drug lord responsible for the death of 19 men, women and
children who died in the back of an wheeler. So what exactly is Jean Grey doing to Logan in the
woods? You're invited on a very special all-access tour through the most dangerous mind on
the planet to witness moments that X-Men fans thought they'd truly never see Dynamic Forces
edition signed by artist Darick Robertson with certificate of authenticity. Somewhere in the
Canadian Wilderness lurks the one that got away? Sabretooth has located her, and he's got the
scars to prove it. To bag this catch, however, he's going to need help? Featuring part of Logan's
life we've never seen before Featuring a part of Logan's life we've never seen before. The
team-up to end all team-ups! Sabretooth and Wolverine, claws to the walls, embark on a
dangerous journey to track down the one that got away Sabretooth, Logan and the mysterious
Native all converge. The world's deadliest living weapon just fell into the wrong hands. It's
Wolverine vs. How does Wolverine end up fighting to destroy everything he holds dear? In this
issue alone: Nick Fury, Elektra, Kitty Pryde, and a new villain you've got to see to believe!
Brown Costume Variant. Wizard World Texas Sketch Variant. Wizard World Texas Signed
Edition. Think this is as good as it gets for Wolverine? You tell us, folks? Elektra's tracking his
trail of destruction Sitting back and watching with glee is Baron Wolfgang Von Strucker The
frenzy of destruction shows no sign of stopping as a brainwashed Wolverine locks down New
York during his deadly mission for Hydra and the Hand. His next target: Daredevil! Tough love
takes on a whole new meaning when Wolverine, brainwashed and evil, comes home to the XMansion for his most damaging Hydra mission yet. Are the X-Men and Nick Fury ready for him?
The blistering storyline speeds to a breakneck conclusion you have to see to believe! As the
X-Men mourn their fallen team-mate in a funeral befitting a hero, Hydra celebrates the
coronation of a new leader. And the reign of terror continues, as The Hand picks off the
meta-humans, one by one Will Wolverine be deprogrammed in time to stop the carnage? Plus,
the secret origin of the Gorgon! Signed and numbered by John Romita Jr. Limited to copies.
Includes Dynamic Forces certificate of authenticity. TWO super heroes turned deathcult
assassins! Hydra might have lost Wolverine, but two more take his place, and one is a former
X-Man who will shock former teammates and readers alike! As the new Supreme Hydra
launches an unprecedented attack on S. Part 2 of 6. Hydra hits close to home in more ways than
one, leaving a rehabilitated Wolverine to face off against a brainwashed, evil former X-Man. With
the evil Dawn of the White Light mutants as backup, it's not looking pretty. Logan heads back to
Japan for another epic showdown in this historic run! Who else wants some? Wolverine
continues to dole out the punishment, and the bad boys keep lining up to get it. With his to-do
list of villains to crush shrinking by the minute, Wolverine sets his sights on the brass ring: the
new Supreme Hydra himself. It's a grudge match like you've never seen before! They forced him
to betray the only people he's ever trusted. Now, it's time to get even. Everything you've seen till
now has just been a warm-up. This is the explosive climax you've been waiting for! This battle
royale will not only raise the bar on action Black and white cover and interior variant edition.

Has it caused him to finally snap? All the details you need to know about Wolverine's
mysterious past and his place in the House of M can be found right here! The simmering war
between Logan, Agent of S. And only one of them's going to come out alive. He's one of the
most crucial players in the House of M world, and for a good reason: Wolverine carries burdens
too great for even the most powerful mutants to bear. In his lifetime, Logan has been both a
hero and a villain, a player and a pawn Don't miss out on the beginning of a year-long epic over
a century in the making. After all this time, can it be true? Does he? Logan's recent moves
certainly offer some clues -- he's got his hands full, locked in battle deep under downtown
Tokyo with one of his oldest and deadliest enemies: Silver Samurai! And that's just Round One.
Wait'll you see Round Two. Part 2 of 5. Wolverine returns to his "birthplace," the top-secret
military installation known as Department H, the site of the original Weapon X project. But what
is he looking for Part 3 of 5 32 PGS. Wolverine remembers. The entire blood-stained tapestry of
his long, tortured life. And now that's it's been laid out before him in vivid detail, there's only
one question: What's his first move? Well, whatever it is, it's brought him to Russia for an
encounter with the legendary warrior known as the Winter Soldier. One thing's for sure -- they're
headed for a major turf battle. Question is, can they find common ground? Now, finally, he has
achieved that objective. With Wolverine out in the world, running his own program, the
international community has been justifiably nervous. Now, they're terrified. And they have
every reason to be. Deep in the heart of war-torn Africa, Logan must escape from an army of
savage killers -- with a baby strapped to his chest! The infant daughter of an overthrown
monarch is the only hope for a country's future, and the conquering warlord is determined to
see her dead. Can Wolverine get her to the border alive? Or will his greatest failure doom an
entire nation? In the aftermath of the Riverbank Tragedy, Logan makes it his personal mission
to take down the man responsible. No sooner does he begin his hunt, however, than he
discovers that someone else is stalking the same prey: a mysterious trio whose identity -- and
disturbing mission -- will come as a shock to many! If Logan's unsettled by who these guys are,
then just wait until he discovers who they answer to! But someone else is hunting the same
prey: a mysterious trio whose identity -- and mission -- will send shockwaves through the
Marvel Universe in the months to come. If Logan wants dibs on his prey, then he's going to
have to go through them. Nitro - The Human Bomb! But what dark secret does Nitro hold that
threatens to shake up everything? And who are the three mysterious strangers tracking
Wolverine? Everything you think you know is wrong. Marvel's most popular mutant throws
down with Marvel's first mutant. Part 4 of 6. But have they gone from cleaning up disasters to
causing them? And what is their connection to the Stamford disaster? To find out, Wolverine
will take no prisoners. Part 5 of 6 32 PGS. The senses-shattering conclusion to the Civil War
tie-in Vendetta! Logan started this story as the hunter, but he's finishing it as the prey! The
question is In this special epilogue to the sellout smash Civil War tie-in arc, the answers start to
unfold. Think you know everything there is to know about Marvel's most popular mutant? Think
again. Logan's newest mystery begins here. Among the shoppers: Logan, who's just itching to
sink his Santa claws into someone after enduring the Yuletide rush. Should be easy for a
damn-near invulnerable force of nature to save the day, right? All is not as it seems, as a
spoiled billionaire's daughter is about to find out, and the true meaning of Christmas will be
spelt out Superstar Jeph Loeb Batman: Hush is joined by future superstar Simone Bianchi for
the biggest, best and, quite possibly, last battle between Wolverine and Sabretooth! These
sworn foes have been locked in an endless grudge match that goes back longer than either can
remember -- or even imagine. The key to victory is eons old, and it's certain to rock their world.
Think you've seen Marvel's fiercest go toe-to-toe before? Those were just warm-ups. Now THIS
is gonna hurt. Parental Advisory And the reason I got into them was Wolverine. At the time, he
was a really cool character because he was a blank slate. We didn't know anything about him so
even the little things became a big deal like the first time Banshee called him Logan. So as the
run went on and we learned more of his past in Canada and with Alpha Flight, the character
became even more interesting. Over the years so much has been done with the character and
his past that all of the mystery has been robbed from him and replaced by a bizarre web of
confusion as memories have been dismissed as memory implants and no one is sure about
what is actually his past and what is implanted memories. And as the past of Wolverine became
less interesting, a new wrinkle was added his relationship with Wolverine. The origin of this
long standing grudge has been one of the last mysteries surrounding the character. That
mystery ends with the current storyline that begins with Wolverine I have mixed emotions about
this storyline. While I am curious about the relationship he has with Sabertooth, I also hate
losing the last shreds of mystery surrounding the character. But if the story has to be told, at
least its being told by Jeph Loeb. The story begins as Wolverine returns to mansion to have it
out with its newest resident Sabertooth. What results is a violent confrontation that begins to

reveal moments from their past and establishes what exactly happened and what did not
including a critical moment that had previously been dismissed as an implant. Fans of the
character will definitely want to check this out. Dynamic Forces edition signed by artist Simone
Bianchi. Includes certificate of authenticity. Presented uncolored with a black and white cover.
Think you've seen Marvel's fiercest foes two go toe-to-toe before? Date This week Last week
Past month 2 months 3 months 6 months 1 year 2 years Pre Pre Pre Pre Pre s s s s s s Search
Advanced. Previous Next Issue: 1 Issue 1. Wolverine 2nd Series 1. Published Jul by Marvel. Add
to cart Very Fine. Issue 1DF. Wolverine 2nd Series 1DF. Available Stock Add to want list This
item is not in stock. Issue 2. Wolverine 2nd Series 2. Published Aug by Marvel. Add to cart Fine.
Issue 3. Wolverine 2nd Series 3. Published Sep by Marvel. Issue 4. Wolverine 2nd Series 4.
Published Oct by Marvel. Issue 5. Wolverine 2nd Series 5. Published Nov by Marvel. Issue 6.
Wolverine 2nd Series 6. Published Dec by Marvel. Issue 7. Wolverine 2nd Series 7. Published
Jan by Marvel. Issue 8. Wolverine 2nd Series 8. Issue 9. Wolverine 2nd Series 9. Published Feb
by Marvel. Issue Wolverine 2nd Series Published Mar by Marvel. Published Apr by Marvel.
Published May by Marvel. Issue 12DF. Wolverine 2nd Series 12DF. Published Jun by Marvel.
Add to cart VF 8. Issue 20A. Wolverine 2nd Series 20A. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part
1. Issue 20B. Wolverine 2nd Series 20B. Issue 20DF. Wolverine 2nd Series 20DF. Tags:
Wolverine , X-Men. Issue 20WW. Wolverine 2nd Series 20WW. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the
State part 2. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part 4. Issue 26A. Wolverine 2nd Series 26A.
Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part 7. Issue 26B. Wolverine 2nd Series 26B. Issue 27A.
Wolverine 2nd Series 27A. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part 8. Issue 27B. Wolverine 2nd
Series 27B. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part 9. Tags: Wolverine Enemy of the State part
Issue 32A. Wolverine 2nd Series 32A. Issue 32B. Wolverine 2nd Series 32B. Issue 33CU.
Wolverine 2nd Series 33CU. Tags: House of M part W01 , Wolverine. Available Stock Add to
want list Contents This item is not in stock. Issue 36A. Wolverine 2nd Series 36A. Issue 36B.
Wolverine 2nd Series 36B. Add to cart Very Good. Issue 42REP. Wolverine 2nd Series 42REP.
Issue 43REP. Wolverine 2nd Series 43REP. Issue 50A. Wolverine 2nd Series 50A. Add to cart
CGC 9. Issue 50B. Wolverine 2nd Series 50B. Issue 50NYCC. Read a little about our history. Add
to cart VF- 7. Paper: White Slab : Scuffing to inner well of case Label Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over
to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Wolverine - 2nd Series 42 - Marvel Comics Variant. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the
page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject
to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office
can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Wolverine - 2nd Series 42 - Marvel Comics. Item will
be shipped safe the day after payment is received. Message me for any questions. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the

Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Link to our BEST items!! Link to our FAQ
page!! We do not use stock photos! What you see in the pictures is what you will be getting. We
will be happy to combine the shipping charge for multiple auction wins. If you win a single item,
you do not have to wait for an invoice to make your payment. Check out our info page for more
great ways to get in touch with us. Also, feel free to contact us if you are looking for anything in
particular or you are looking to sell your items. We are always buying!! Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This
listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated Delivery within business days. Estimated delivery dates opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP
Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for
more lists. Dec 20, PST. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be
subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs
office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Seller's other items.
Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. X-Men CGC 9. X 1 CGC 9. Wolverine 3
Marvel CGC 9. Similar sponsored items. Wolverine CGC 9. Wolverine Special Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Duncanville Bookstore. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for
newsletter. Search Store. Golden Age. Silver Age Comics. Bronze Age Comics. Action Figures.
Mini Series. Store Categories. Store home. All packages will have a tracking number sent to the
winner! Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Ended: Dec
20, PST. Sellers declare the item's customs value and must comply with customs declaration
laws. As the buyer, you should be aware of possible: - delays from customs inspection. Item
location: Duncanville, Texas, United States. Seller: andymac Seller's other items. We've
highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in
Watch the video. Visit our Black History Month section. Search for " The Wolverine " on
Amazon. In modern day Japan, Wolverine is out of his depth in an unknown world as he faces
his ultimate nemesis in a life-or-death battle that will leave him forever changed. Vulnerable for
the first time and pushed to his physical and emotional limits, he confronts not only lethal
samurai steel but also his inner struggle against his own near-immortality, emerging more
powerful than we have ever seen him before. Written by Twentieth Century Fox. Superheroes
losing their powers is a cliche for sure, but at least: He punishes the perpetrators of animal
cruelty The super thin sexy girl send his hand maiden to give him sex to tide him over while en
route before he gets to Japan to nail her. She is thin and flaunts just a little so he ends up doing
her even if he dreams of his also slender girlfriend. Also, she is engaged but hey girls wanna
have fun. I also liked the action at the funeral. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of
this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release
Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents
Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo
Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Wolverine comes to
Japan to meet an old friend whose life he saved years ago, and gets embroiled in a conspiracy
involving yakuza and mutants. Director: James Mangold. Writers: Mark Bomback screenplay ,
Scott Frank screenplay. Added to Watchlist. From metacritic. Celebrate Black History Month.
Everything Coming to Disney Plus in January Everything Coming to Disney Plus in September
Superhelte film. Super hero movies. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: The Wolverine 6. Use
the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit Cast Cast
overview, first billed only: Hugh Jackman Logan Tao Okamoto Mariko Rila Fukushima Yukio

Hiroyuki Sanada Shingen Svetlana Khodchenkova Viper Brian Tee Noburo Hal Yamanouchi
Harada Ken Yamamura Young Yashida Famke Janssen Jean Grey Nobutaka Aoyagi Security
Seiji Funamoto Servant Shinji Ikefuji Pock-Face Qyoko Kudo Aya Nobuaki Kakuda Edit Storyline
In modern day Japan, Wolverine is out of his depth in an unknown world as he faces his
ultimate nemesis in a life-or-death battle that will leave him forever changed. Taglines: The fight
of his life will be for his own. Edit Did You Know? Trivia at around 1h 14 mins When visiting the
Noburo's penthouse, the support beams on the balcony are big Xs that resemble the X-Men
movie logo. Goofs When shogun heats up his Adamantium sword to cut wolverine
ford focus thermostat housing
1999 nissan altima transmission
subaru 25 valve adjustment
s claws, it should be the Adamantium Sword that softens. And it should never have been able
to cut through the harden adamantium claws. Quotes [ first lines ] [ an air raid begins on
Nagasaki. At a prison camp, a young lieutenant sets all the prisoners free ] Young Yashida :
You! Logan : [ in a pit ] That was a B, bub. There's no outrunning what's coming. You're better
off down here. I'd hurry if I were you. Crazy Credits In the closing credits, the names of all the
Japanese crew members who worked on the film are given almost exclusively in Japanese
characters. Alternate Versions Forthcoming Blu-ray release will feature an extended director's
cut. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Q: Is this film based on a specific
Wolverine story? Q: How exactly does this film relate to the comic-book miniseries? Language:
English Japanese. Runtime: min min Extended Edition. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your
history. Yashida as Haruhiko Yamanouchi. Young Yashida. Buddhist Priest.

